
E4/600 BT InEar Earphones
BLACK
155115

49,00 €

The E4/600 are the in-ear bluetooth wireless headphones
from Kygo. With up to 6h of playing time, these in-ears let
you control your music and answer your calls, while
offering the quality sound from Kygo with the aptX code.

Made with urban lifestyle in mind
These lightweight wireless earphones are a perfect fit for training or just an urban lifestyle. Bluetooth technology lets
you move freely without compromising great sound quality. No need to worry about battery life. It recharges quickly
within 1,5 hours and holds up to 6 hours of playing time. Music pauses when a call comes in and returns automatically.

Perfect fit
The ergonomic design makes sure the earphones fit perfectly in your ear. You’ll find the perfect ear-tip size for you in
the 3 sets included. Pick your favourite colour and you’re all set!

Kygo sound
The E4/600 are working with Bluetooth 4.1 and to offer a better sound quality they also come with atpX code. Those in-
ears will provide a clear and warm sound.

Feel free to move
The in-earphones come with up to 6h of playing time. A carrying bag is also included in the package, so that you may
transport them more safely when needed.

Stay connected
The convenient remote control allows you to easily accept a call, change tracks or simply pause your current one. The
integrated microphone allows you to make calls without taking your phone out of your pocket.

The E4/600 is compatible with both iOS and Android.

SRP 49,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Specs

Product Attributes

Dimensions and Weight

Product weight: 0.05

Packsize height: 16.5

Packsize width: 7.5

Packsize length: 4

Headphone features

Headphone type: In Ear

EAN: 7072506020441

Manufacturer number: 63088-90

Product weight: 0.05 kilograms
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